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QUESTION 1

The data science team has created and logged a production model using MLflow. The following code correctly imports
and applies the production model to output the predictions as a new DataFrame namedpredswith the schema
"customer_id LONG, predictions DOUBLE, date DATE". 

The data science team would like predictions saved to a Delta Lake table with the ability to compare all predictions
across time. Churn predictions will be made at most once per day. Which code block accomplishes this task while
minimizing potential compute costs? 
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A. Option 

B. Option 

C. Option 

D. Option 

E. Option 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because it will save the predictions to a Delta Lake table with the ability to
compare all predictions across time. The code uses the mergeInto method to perform an upsert operation, which means
it will insert new records or update existing records based on the customer_id and date columns. This way, the table will
always contain the latest predictions for each customer and date, and also keep the history of previous predictions. The
code also uses a new job cluster to run the job, which will minimize the compute costs as it will be created and
terminated for each run. Verified References: [Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional], under "Delta Lake"
section; Databricks Documentation, under "Upsert into a table using merge" section. 

 

QUESTION 2
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A junior member of the data engineering team is exploring the language interoperability of Databricks notebooks. The
intended outcome of the below code is to register a view of all sales that occurred in countries on the continent of Africa 

that appear in thegeo_lookuptable. 

Before executing the code, runningSHOWTABLESon the current database indicates the database contains only two
tables:geo_lookupandsales. 

Which statement correctly describes the outcome of executing these command cells in order in an interactive
notebook? 

A. Both commands will succeed. Executing show tables will show that countries at and sales at have been registered as
views. 

B. Cmd 1 will succeed. Cmd 2 will search all accessible databases for a table or view named countries af: if this entity
exists, Cmd 2 will succeed. 

C. Cmd 1 will succeed and Cmd 2 will fail, countries at will be a Python variable representing a PySpark DataFrame. 

D. Both commands will fail. No new variables, tables, or views will be created. 

E. Cmd 1 will succeed and Cmd 2 will fail, countries at will be a Python variable containing a list of strings. 

Correct Answer: E 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because Cmd 1 is written in Python and uses a list comprehension to extract the
country names from the geo_lookup table and store them in a Python variable named countries af. This variable will
contain a list of strings, not a PySpark DataFrame or a SQL view. Cmd 2 is written in SQL and tries to create a view
named sales af by selecting from the sales table where city is in countries af. However, this command will fail because
countries af is not a valid SQL entity and cannot be used in a SQL query. To fix this, a better approach would be to use
spark.sql() to execute a SQL query in Python and pass the countries af variableas a parameter. Verified References:
[Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional], under "Language Interoperability" section; Databricks Documentation,
under "Mix languages" section. 

 

QUESTION 3

A nightly job ingests data into a Delta Lake table using the following code: 
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The next step in the pipeline requires a function that returns an object that can be used to manipulate new records that
have not yet been processed to the next table in the pipeline. Which code snippet completes this function definition? 

A. def new_records(): 

B. return spark.readStream.table("bronze") 

C. return spark.readStream.load("bronze") 

D. return spark.read.option("readChangeFeed", "true").table ("bronze") 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because it completes the function definition that returns an object that can be
used to manipulate new records that have not yet been processed to the next table in the pipeline. The object returned
by this function is a DataFrame that contains all change events from a Delta Lake table that has enabled change data
feed. The readChangeFeed option is set to true to indicate that the DataFrame should read changes from the table, and
the table argument specifies the name of the table to read changes from. The DataFrame will have a schema that
includes four columns: operation, partition, value, and timestamp. The operation column indicates the type of change
event, such as insert, update, or delete. The partition column indicates the partition where the change event occurred.
The value column contains the actual data of the change event as a struct type. The timestamp column indicates the
time when the change event was committed. Verified References: [Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional],
under "Delta Lake" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Read changes in batch queries" section. 

 

QUESTION 4

A new data engineer notices that a critical field was omitted from an application that writes its Kafka source to Delta
Lake. This happened even though the critical field was in the Kafka source. That field was further missing from data
written to dependent, long-term storage. The retention threshold on the Kafka service is seven days. The pipeline has
been in production for three months. 

Which describes how Delta Lake can help to avoid data loss of this nature in the future? 
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A. The Delta log and Structured Streaming checkpoints record the full history of the Kafka producer. 

B. Delta Lake schema evolution can retroactively calculate the correct value for newly added fields, as long as the data
was in the original source. 

C. Delta Lake automatically checks that all fields present in the source data are included in the ingestion layer. 

D. Data can never be permanently dropped or deleted from Delta Lake, so data loss is not possible under any
circumstance. 

E. Ingestine all raw data and metadata from Kafka to a bronze Delta table creates a permanent, replayable history of the
data state. 

Correct Answer: E 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because it describes how Delta Lake can help to avoid data loss of this nature in
the future. By ingesting all raw data and metadata from Kafka to a bronze Delta table, Delta Lake creates a permanent,
replayable history of the data state that can be used for recovery or reprocessing in case of errors or omissions in
downstream applications or pipelines. Delta Lake also supports schema evolution, which allows adding new columns to
existing tables without affecting existing queries or pipelines. Therefore, if a critical field was omitted from an application
that writes its Kafka source to Delta Lake, it can be easily added later and the data can be reprocessed from the bronze
table without losing any information. Verified References: [Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional], under
"Delta Lake" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Delta Lake core features" section. 

 

QUESTION 5

The security team is exploring whether or not the Databricks secrets module can be leveraged for connecting to an
external database. 

After testing the code with all Python variables being defined with strings, they upload the password to the secrets
module and configure the correct permissions for the currently active user. They then modify their code to the following
(leaving all other variables unchanged). 

Which statement describes what will happen when the above code is executed? 

A. The connection to the external table will fail; the string "redacted" will be printed. 

B. An interactive input box will appear in the notebook; if the right password is provided, the connection will succeed and
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the encoded password will be saved to DBFS. 

C. An interactive input box will appear in the notebook; if the right password is provided, the connection will succeed and
the password will be printed in plain text. 

D. The connection to the external table will succeed; the string value of password will be printed in plain text. 

E. The connection to the external table will succeed; the string "redacted" will be printed. 

Correct Answer: E 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because the code is using the dbutils.secrets.get method to retrieve the
password from the secrets module and store it in a variable. The secrets module allows users to securely store and
access sensitive information such as passwords, tokens, or API keys. The connection to the external table will succeed
because the password variable will contain the actual password value. However, when printing the password variable,
the string "redacted" will be displayed instead of the plain text password, as a security measure to prevent exposing
sensitive information in notebooks. Verified References: [Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional], under
"Security and Governance" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Secrets" section. 
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